THE FIGHT FOR TRUTH
with a fossilized mind: he did pioneer-work in disseminat-
ing the seeds of female emancipation and education and
he established schools and formed relief-societies ; he
himself taught his wife Yogamaya Devi and also engaged
his bosom friend Nagendra Chatterjee as her private tutor.
But the idea of abolishing the purdah without the inner
Swaraj, without the freedom of the spirit in which strength
is eternal, without the kingdom of ourselves being won
back from the legion of foes that have pestered it and
turned it into a veritable anarchy, is as laughable and
short-sighted a policy as valuing clearness above force,
surface-brilliancy above depth, and raiment above body^.
It is only when men and women are great and free in
heart, that they can achieve freedom—freedom that is not
the shibboleth of a foaming demagogue or politician, but
a reality,—the kind of social freedom that is our precious
possession and is also the hegemony of the world.
Vijaykrishna had a much higher and ether*eal con-
ception of freedom, when he called upon all to take the
vow of eternal slavery to God. To his mind that like
a bird had soared up to the higher regions of thought
to command a wider and more comprehensive view than
all his co-workers and compeers could, bowing down to
God's will, sinking our Ego in His greater Ego, making
ourselves His working tool and His mouthpiece, was the
highest good, so that when we perform feats that the world
wonders at, even when Napoleon dictates to six secretaries
at the same time, we have nothing to boast of, for we
are like dried leaves blown away by the play of Shelley's
West Wind.   'To bow down to God is true freedom.
The real slavery of the spirit is to turn away from the
track of truth for fear of social opposition. True freedom
consists in maintaining the purity of our soul by reining
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